1. She was wearing a -------------- at the party yesterday.
   1) green dress beautiful          2) beautiful dress green
   3) dress beautiful green        4) beautiful green dress

2. African elephants have-------- ears of all animals, but Asian elephants have smaller ears than others,
   1) larger                        2) the most larger         3) the largest        4) more large

3. Which are          , sandals or tennis shoes?
   1) the most comfortable           2) more comfortable       3) as comfortable as   4) comfortable

4. It’s a long walk from here to the park---------- I thought.
   1) Farer than                   2) The most farthest       3) Farther than       4) Most far

5. A: “How is your headache? Better?” B “No, -------------- it’s
   1) worst                        2) bad                        3) the most worst      4) worse

6. It’s too noisy here. Can we go somewhere ------------
   1) quieter                      2) the most quiet          3) quiet            4) most quiet

7. Your father ------------
   1) look a person friendly       2) a friendly person look
   3) a person friendly look      4) look a friendly person

8. I didn’t know that the Thames is ------------ river in Great Britain.
   1) the longest                  2) the most long           3) longest            4) longer

9. Travelling by an airplane is ------------ going by car.
   1) so expensive as              2) more expensive than     3) the most expensive  4) expensive

10. Health is money, so try to keep your body healthy by doing daily exercise.
    1) more important than        2) important             3) importanter than   4) the most important

11. Mark Twain, one of -------- and ----------- American writers, lived in a small town in his childhood.
    1) greater - most popular      2) great - more popular
    3) the greatest - most popular 4) the greatest - the most popular

12. A" What is your brother like?” B: “He---------- boy.”
    1) is a tall black powerful    2) a tall black powerful is
    3) is a powerful tall black    4) a tall powerful is black

13. In some parts of the country prices are--------- others.
    1) more high than               2) the most high            3) the highest        4) higher than

14. David was really a nice person. He was one of ------- people I know.
    1) nicest                       2) nicer                    3) the nicest          4) the most nice

15. The planet Earth is --------- from the sun than the planet Mercury is.
    1) most far                    2) farther                  3) the farthest        4) more far

16. The bus station was nearer than I thought. Actually it wasn’t-------- I thought.
    1) far                         2) more far                3) farthest           4) as far as
17. Alice came late, Philip came later, and Tony

1) latest  
2) last  
3) the latest  
4) the last

18. This bag is------- than the other one. I think your bag is of all.

1) slightly heavier  the heaviest  
2) slightly heavy- heaviest  
3) a bit heavier- heaviest  
4) a bit more heavy- the heaviest

19. Tehran is very cold in winter. I'd like to ------ live somewhere much

1) most hot  
2) more hotter  
3) the hottest  
4) hotter

20. My mom is a great cooke. Last night she cooked a/an ------- pizza.

1) delicious big Italian  
2) Italian delicious big  
3) big delicious Italian  
4) Italian big delicious

21. Did you know that David's car is----- in our district?

1) fast  
2) faster  
3) the fastest  
4) more fast

22. The weather is------- than it usually is at this time.

1) most beautiful  
2) much more beautiful  
3) much beautiful  
4) very more beautiful

23. Last year they bought a/an------- house in Ramsar.

1) expensive large wooden  
2) expensive wooden large  
3) wooden expensive large  
4) large wooden expensive

24. Your writing was-------- than Jim's, but it was-------- than Mary's.

1) better - worse  
2) gooder -badder  
3) better - worst  
4) best - worse

25. New houses are-------- than old ones. I am going to buy one next week.

1) more modern and clean  
2) modern and cleaner  
3) more modern and cleaner  
4) moderner and cleaner

26. He is ------ strong --------- his brother.

1)as-like  
2)similar-as  
3)as-as  
4)so-as

27. English grammar is ------- than Russian one.

1) easier  
2) easier  
3) the easiest  
4) as easy as

28. You are speaking Spanish very fast. I cannot speak --------- you can.

1) faster2) more faster  
3) as fast as  
4) the fastest

29. I think there---------in front of that house.

1) dangerous dogs are  
2) are dangerous dogs  
3) dogs dangerous are  
4) are dogs dangerous

30. It is ----- and ------- to live here than there.

1) warmest - the most pleasant  
2) warmer - pleasant  
3) warmer - pleasanter  
4) warmer - more pleasanter

31. My grandfather lives in one of the---------apartments.

1) small cheap American  
2) cheap small American  
3) American small cheap  
4) cheap American small

32. I'm going to sleep on the floor. It is-------- the bed.

1) comfortable than  
2) as comfortable as  
3) most comfortable  
4) comfortable

33. The Plaza is the ------- hotel in Europe. You can stay two nights only by 50 dollars.

1) cheap  
2) cheapest  
3) the cheapest  
4) cheaper

34. Her sickness was -------than we thought at first. Doctor said he should rest at home for two weeks.

1) far more serious  
2) much serious  
3) the most serious  
4) very more serious

35. Amir: “How long can I stay with you?” Behzad: “you can stay --------- you like.”

1) longer  
2) as long as  
3) most longest  
4) more long
36. My father bought me a/an... car for my birthday present.
1) new expensive red Italian 2) expensive new red Italian
3) red Italian new expensive 4) expensive red new Italian

37. My wife is... cook in the world. She cooks delicious food every day.
1) better 2) most good 3) the best 4) more good

38. It was very hot yesterday. Today it’s...cooler
1) coolest 2) very cooler 3) a bit cooler 4) more cool

39. He solves math problems easily. I think I am not... him.
1) clever 2) cleverer 3) cleverest 4) so clever as

40. This bag is too small. I need something...biggest
1) more bigger 2) much bigger 3) the most big 4) biggest

41. There were a lot of cakes at the party, but my mother’s cake was...of all.
1) the most delicious 2) more delicious 3) delicious 4) most delicious

42. I bought some chocolates from the store. They were...they looked.
1) better 2) as good as 3) best 4) more good

43. Your father seems to give you a lot of money to spend. He is... my father is.
1) generous than 2) the most generous 3) more generous than 4) most generous

44. There were a lot of students in the class. It was...than every day it was.
1) busier 2) more busy 3) as busy 4) busier

45. At first I thought Yazd is near to Tehran, but really it is... Shiraz.
1) as farther as 2) very farther 3) as far as 4) farthest than

46. They usually give you a discount, so you can buy a/an...shirt at very low price.
1) beautiful yellow cotton Iranian 2) beautiful yellow Iranian cotton
3) yellow beautiful Iranian cotton 4) Iranian yellow cotton beautiful

47. All elephants are big, but Asian elephants are...animals that live in Asia.
1) bigger 2) the biggest 3) as big as 4) the most big

48. Our...Besides, he teaches very...
1) teacher English is very kind — better 2) teacher is English very kind — worse
3) English teacher is very kind -- well 4) English teacher is very kind — good

49. It was...story I have ever read. As I started reading I just want to read it for long hours.
1) the most exciting 2) the most boring 3) a more exciting 4) a more boring

50. My brother is really interested in different cars, so he has recently bought a/an...car
1) beautiful small red English car 2) beautiful red small English car
3) English small beautiful red car 4) red beautiful English small car

51. Approximately...6000 people may have been infected with the disease.
1) As much as 2) As many as 3) More 4) The least

52. I have bought a/an...for my dad as a birthday present.
1) big expensive French car 2) expensive big French car
3) expensive French big car 4) French expensive big car

53. The heaviest animal that exist in the world is the blue whale. The second...animal is Asian elephant.
1) and heavier 2) heavy 3) heaviest 4) heavier
54. Sahar is a smart student, but she isn't_________in our class.
   1) worst one  2) the best  3) best one  4) the worst

55. That man who is standing over there is my father, who is undoubtedly a__________.  
   1) better mechanic than his father  2) better mechanic than he  
   3) mechanic better than his father  4) mechanic better than he

56. His question was ________ to solve than my question.
   1) very easy  2) more easy  3) much easiest  4) far easier

57. If you want to lose your weight, you should eat------ fat and do------ exercises.
   1) fewer — less  2) less — more  3) many much  4) fewer — more

58. My friend Paul is the smartest and------ our class.
   1) the most interesting person of  2) interesting person of  
   3) the most interesting person in  4) interesting person in

59. The second longest river in more than 3900 miles. Nile River is the first------river in the world. It is than 4000 miles.
   1) shortest — more  2) longest — less  3) shortest — less  4) longest — more

60. He is better than me in mathematics, but I memorize poetry _____________
   1) worse  2) better  3) good  4) badly

61. His parents have seen a/an------ painting in the art gallery when they visited Paris.
   1) old interesting French  2) old French interesting  
   3) French old interesting  4) interesting old French

62. He is studying-------- in order to pass his exams.
   1) harder than  2) harder and harder  3) as hard as  4) the hardest to

63. Your house looks more beautiful than before, but it is still______________
   1) as dirty as  2) more dirty  3) dirty  4) as dirty

64. As far as I know Molana is the most------ poet in the Iranian and international literature.
   1) famous  2) nice  3) smart  4) wise

65. As he loves collecting stamps, he is looking for a-------- stamp in the art galleries to find.
   1) small nice paper Spanish  2) small Spanish nice paper  
   3) nice small Spanish paper  4) Spanish nice small paper

66. I think tolerating hot weather is------ cold weather. What do you think?
   1) the least difficult  2) difficult  3) less difficult than  4) difficultier

67. I have never forgotten the______________ table at which we all used to eat our meals.
   1) beautiful, brown, large, wooden  2) large, wooden, beautiful, brown  
   3) beautiful, large, brown, wooden  4) large, wooden, beautiful, brown

68. I really like that-------- ball my uncle gave me on my birthday.
   1) blue big plastic beautiful  2) beautiful big blue plastic  
   3) beautiful plastic big blue  4) big blue beautiful plastic

69. A: “Can I help you?” B: “Yes, I’m looking for a-------- dress for my daughter.”
   1) small, pink, cotton  2) pink, small, cotton  3) small, cotton, pink  4) cotton, small, pink

70. Didn’t the woman look lovely in that------ silk dress?
   1) beautiful long green  2) long beautiful green  
   3) green beautiful long  4) long green beautiful
71. After Mary had identified the body of her son, the police asked her to ________ his personal stuff scattered on the ground.
   1) compare  2) collect  3) describe  4) define

72. The fans made a lot of noise when it became ________ that their football team would lose again.
   1) dangerous  2) similar  3) clear  4) wonderful

73. We’ve searched through the records, but there is no ________ of the information that you’ve been looking for.
   1) order  2) sign  3) element  4) organ

74. They prepared two reports on education, neither of which contained any ________ suggestions.
   1) famous  2) healthy  3) close  4) useful

75. The role of scientists is to observe and ________ the world, not to try to control it.
   1) destroy  2) describe  3) invent  4) happen

76. He spent two hours ________ the two cars’ quality to understand which one is more valuable.
   1) washing  2) painting  3) comparing  4) defining

77. The students found it very ________ to be corrected by their teacher whenever they pronounced a word wrongly.
   1) powerful  2) helpful  3) healthy  4) strong

78. The patient’s immune system would reject the transplanted ________ as a foreign object.
   1) term  2) microbe  3) blood  4) organ

79. Using a ________ strong enough to observe the farthest things has allowed astronomers to make significant discoveries about our galaxy.
   1) microscope  2) spacecraft  3) telescope  4) sign

80. Our teacher believes that he’s ________ person in the class among other students because he can run a hundred meters in less than 9 seconds.
   1) the most amazing  2) the most powerful  3) the weakest  4) the most lazy

81. After lots of problems he wants to travel abroad and make a/an ________ start to change his life.
   1) healthy  2) fresh  3) ugly  4) medium

82. The children never eat very much, but they seem quite ________
   1) expensive  2) cheap  3) healthy  4) hungry

83. Her garden is always very ________ so that you can see everything is in order. I wonder how she can do that.
   1) neat  2) clear  3) rocky  4) delicious

84. A female lion ________ her babies bravely while the male one is out to bring food.
   1) carry  2) think  3) choose  4) defend

85. Will you be able to ________ all the shopping bags back home on your bike?
   1) collect  2) carry  3) defend  4) gather

86. If you put water in the refrigerator, after a moment it will change form ________ into ice.
   1) solid  2) drop  3) gas  4) liquid

87. After the party, I ________ twenty bottles from different parts of the house that were thrown in anywhere.
   1) protected  2) defended  3) collected  4) lost

88. For the first few months the babies looked so ________ I couldn’t recognize them from each other.
   1) powerful  2) helpful  3) alike  4) different
89. She showed her watch as a/an ______ that it was getting late and she wanted to leave.
1) sign 2) fact 3) element 4) trip

90. He’s not interested in ______ of things because all he cares about is making money to get rich.
1) quality 2) drop 3) gift 4) sign

91. Most of ______ like Mars, Jupiter, and Venus go around the Sun in different orbits in the solar system.
1) exercises 2) facts 3) planets 4) mountains

92. It’s good for old people’s health to stay ______ if they can by doing some regular exercise daily.
1) national 2) useful 3) helpful 4) active

93. In the accident, he lost a lot of ______, so he had been close to die if we hadn’t taken him to the hospital.
1) facts 2) rivers 3) blood 4) microbes

94. I’m one of the few people who doesn’t ______ like spaghetti.
1) hopefully 2) actually 3) carefully 4) orally

95. A /An ______ is a building in which scientists can watch the planets, the stars, and check the weather conditions.
1) telescope 2) observatory 3) laboratory 4) building

96. I’m not angry that you took my car – it’s just the ______ that you didn’t ask me first.
1) sign 2) fact 3) action 4) carelessness

97. Hafizs’ poems are wonderful ______ of art that’s why they are interesting for all ranges of people.
1) creation 2) conversation 3) detail 4) orbit

98. in war ______ of people were killed in bombing which destroyed many buildings and left much damage.
1) facts 2) planets 3) orbits 4) thousands

99. Our new machine can ______ a hundred liters of water into the garden in a minute.
1) become 2) operate 3) pump 4) work

100. Who, in your ______ , is the best football player in the world today?
1) opinion 2) organ 3) hint 4) quality

101. I always ______ a copy of my passport or any important letters I send.
1) keep 2) defend 3) describe 4) compare

102. We have the best ______ in our country working on this project.
1) hearts 2) brains 3) organs 4) cells

103. It’s ______ that tourists almost never visit this village that is full of various attractions.
1) powerful 2) useful 3) strange 4) wonderful

104. I was standing just ______ enough to hear what they were saying about the future of the project.
1) far 2) clear 3) near 4) clean

105. When you cross the road, be ______ to look both ways to avoid any accident.
1) neat 2) strange 3) wonderful 4) careful

106. In the afternoon we will have a ______ sky and it is going to rain in most part of the country.
1) dark 2) delicious 3) clear 4) cloudy

107. She thinks that she has a lot of ______ ideas, but to be honest they just get me bored besides they are not very useful.
1) hospitable 2) interesting 3) kind 4) cruel
108. Last night her father gave her money to buy a car, so she ___ happy enough this morning.
   1) pumped  2) stayed  3) seemed  4) carried

109. You’d need a very powerful microscope to see ___ in a laboratory.
   1) facts  2) drops  3) microbes  4) rivers

110. It is a/an ___ person who will die for his/her beliefs and his/her moral values.
    1) ugly  2) brave  3) strange  4) clever

111. Taking a lot of medicine without a doctor’s prescription can be really ___ for your health.
    1) powerful  2) dangerous  3) long  4) expensive

112. He is a generous man who always tries to ___ money for homeless and poor people.
    1) think  2) carry  3) collect  4) describe

113. You can see the mountains from here on a/an ___ day when there is no cloud in the sky.
    1) neat  2) brave  3) active  4) clear

114. Doctors worry that the virus attacks specific cells in the ___ that may lead to some mental problems.
    1) brain  2) muscle  3) heart  4) kidney

115. It must be broken because the CD’s don’t seem to be ___ round.
    1) getting  2) going  3) playing  4) defending

116. She speaks French, German, and English very well and it indicates that he has a/an ___ for languages.
    1) respect  2) heart  3) gift  4) eye

117. It’s important to ___ your skin from the harmful effects of the sun to prevent it from getting dangerous skin diseases.
    1) defend  2) use  3) protect  4) save

118. I think a ___ of her problem is that she doesn’t listen carefully enough to what other people say.
    1) type  2) fact  3) cell  4) part

119. There were so many different ___ of bread that I didn’t know which one to buy.
    1) hints  2) types  3) drops  4) gifts

120. They reported an outbreak of the ___ in the south of the country, so it may kill many people.
    1) sign  2) disease  3) part  4) type

121. Vitamin C is thought to help you ___ against colds and flu that make your immune system weak.
    1) stay  2) keep  3) fight  4) pump

122. Studies show that if a working environment is pleasant, productivity ___.
    1) increases  2) decreases  3) lowers  4) provides

123. I have a job interview in a very high class company this evening, but I’m not sure whether my clothes are ___ for this meeting or not.
    1) cruel  2) religious  3) appropriate  4) improper

124. The teacher asked students to go ___ the questions immediately and answer them in one hour.
    1) beside  2) up  3) down  4) through

125. A lot of children in the school ___ measles last term. They all had fever and red spots on their bodies.
    1) took  2) received  3) kept  4) caught

126. Most of these women in this factory are very poorly paid and work in ___ conditions.
    1) terrible  2) loving  3) invaluable  4) proper
127. When they wanted to give him some advice with his problem, he respected them and told them to leave him in peace.
   1) neatly  2) wrongly  3) politely  4) excitedly

128. Everyone thought that the new couple were going to have a happy life but they got separated since the man's job always before his family.
   1) supplied  2) arrived  3) came  4) supported

129. New technologies work particularly well in educating children when they are used in with traditional learning strategies.
   1) measurement  2) combination  3) description  4) inspiration

130. I know it impossible, but I someday, as a famous surgeon, will do a surgery whereby cancer will completely die out.
   1) sounds  2) sees  3) watches  4) promises

131. I do stomach most days at home because my coach believes they are the best way to burn fat.
   1) experiments  2) pyramids  3) exercises  4) entertainment

132. Most of the couples we saw at the wedding, had once been in the university where they had fallen in love and married each other.
   1) classmates  2) beginning  3) generations  4) hunters

133. Ferdowsi is to be as one of the most influential Persian poets in keeping Persian language alive.
   1) known  2) destroyed  3) attended  4) contrasted

134. The movie is on the true story of a London lover who did everything he could to find his love.
   1) existed  2) hung  3) based  4) improved

135. It is that most of those who sleep on the street have an addiction to drugs or alcohol so we should take care of our children more than ever.
   1) fact  2) hint  3) mind  4) pattern

136. Your children's is at risk if they are often lying on the sofa with a bottle of soda and watching television hours a day.
   1) disorder  2) development  3) emergency  4) health

137. It's commonly thought that food that has been burnt could cause
   1) character  2) safety  3) cancer  4) flu

138. It's being able to see the sea from my window. You'll love it.
   1) upsetting  2) depressing  3) wonderful  4) boring

139. How much do you think this bottle contains? I just want you to estimate without reading detailed information available on the bottle.
   1) gift  2) liquid  3) quality  4) part

140. Senientis are doing some useful research on body's to find out the cause of the illness.
   1) cells  2) facts  3) types  4) exercises
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